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Trump or Clinton?

That is the choice you are led to believe that exists.

Rendering one more opinion for what you may find it worth...

A vote in what is being called the “election,” only 
creates the appearance of a legitimate election.  

By giving these false appearances, we fall right into 
their hands.  Yup…sorry to say…DUMB me…  But 
come on Americans…surely you are a lot smarter than 
this old man?
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A real legitimate election, gains it recognition, by the 
world community, based upon the legitimacy of the 
candidates and especially the legitimacy of the 
process that governs the integrity of the count.

How many world leaders have already 
warned about the potentially fraudulent 
elections?  

Your appearing to vote plays well into the hands of 
the criminal empire.  Your gullibility suits them well. 
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They can point to the appearances of the turnout 
and make what ever claims they like.  

They have been doing this for years.  
• The federal reserve act, 
• the 14th Amendment, 
• the NDAA, 
• Obamacare…
• Obama recognized as president, and…
• even permitting the criminal mastermind Clinton 

on the ballot.  

Don’t you see the corrupt nature of the position in 
which they have angled we the people?  

Additionally, we are strongly led to believe Mr. Trump 
is our only obvious choice…but it is almost guaranteed 
if Clinton’s name is on the ballot…she will be declared 
as the winner regardless of the outcome.  That is at 
least under their current system of control…

01OCT16-Vote NOTA

And frankly, it appears the current criminal 
enterprise welcomes such an outcome.  That would 

https://scannedretina.com/2016/10/01/01oct16-vote-nota/
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give credence to the breakout of civil unrest they 
have been fermenting and justify calling in the UN to 
act as “peace makers.”

Of course disarming Americans will be the first order 
of business for any peace making force.  Then the 
real serious efforts to fill the FEMA camps will 
commence in ernest.  The rest you can reflect on as 
was demonstrated in Germany.

But you know, my fellow Americans...it does not have 
to be that way.  And Americans can recognize their 
role as the Creator intended.

Unless the people demand control and secure both of 
these elements anyone voting is being exploited; you 
would be participating in a sham…

One look at the current ballot indicates candidates 
who are most likely running for public office or 
pretending they are running for public office.  A 
closer look reveals there are few if any public 
institutions currently running let alone being staffed 
by public officers.  
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Whether you like it or not…whether you can 
understand it or not…whether you believe it or not…
most Americans have been scammed.  You have been 
conned into accepting the corporate take over of your 
public institutions by criminal impersonators 
pretending to be your lawfully elected public officers.

If you want fair elections…?  You as the people 
must either hold your own lawful elections or 
take control of these elections.  

1. You must properly vet the candidate
2. You must institute paper ballots.  
3. And organize the people, the people themselves 

must count the ballots.  
4. This must be accomplished by each precinct

That is if you really demand fair elections.
•Operation Green light
•23oct16-i-have-proof-that-the-election-process-is-
severely-and-openly-being-manipulated

• by default—A lawfully elected government replaces a de 
facto impostor!

• From DE FACTO to de jure – the process for which you 
have been looking…

https://scannedretina.com/2012/10/06/operation-green-light/
https://scannedretina.com/2016/10/23/23oct16-i-have-proof-that-the-election-process-is-severely-and-openly-being-manipulated/
https://scannedretina.com/2016/10/23/23oct16-i-have-proof-that-the-election-process-is-severely-and-openly-being-manipulated/
https://scannedretina.com/2016/04/26/by-default-a-lawfully-elected-government-replaces-a-de-facto-impostor/
https://scannedretina.com/2016/04/26/by-default-a-lawfully-elected-government-replaces-a-de-facto-impostor/
https://scannedretina.com/2016/04/01/from-de-facto-to-de-jure-the-process-for-which-you-have-been-looking/
https://scannedretina.com/2016/04/01/from-de-facto-to-de-jure-the-process-for-which-you-have-been-looking/
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Recorded earlier today from prison in West Virginia
• 23oct16-thomas-deegan-about-the-trust-part-1

The rest of the story…
• The Thomas Deegan Affair – Thomas Deegan One in a million

arnie, just one of the people.
arnie@arnierosner.com
714-964-4056
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